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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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Auction

Discover the epitome of modern living in the centre of North Ryde with our stunning, brand-new duplex! This quality-built

home offers a perfect blend of style, space, and convenience for your family. Located in a peaceful street, it is

approximately 900m to North Ryde Metro and approximately 850m to city buses. Key Features:- 5 generous bedrooms

including 4 upstairs and 1 downstairs suitable for growing and extended family living. - Master with a walk-in wardrobe,

ensuite and a private balcony. It also has an extra balcony facing the backyard.- Spacious quality kitchen is a masterpiece

of modern elegance. Featuring state-of-the-art appliances, and a sleek design, plus an addition pantry.  it's a chef's dream

come true.- The open layout ensures that the kitchen flows effortlessly into the dining area, creating a harmonious space

for family gatherings, entertaining guests, or enjoying intimate meals.- Experience the joy of open living with the kitchen

seamlessly transitioning into the living area. Whether you're cooking, dining, or relaxing, this home is designed for fluid,

comfortable living.- One family area upstairs. This unique feature allows your family to customize spaces for different

activities, providing flexibility for both entertainment and quiet retreats.- Step beyond the glass doors and embrace the

luxury of an outdoor kitchen. Perfect for al fresco dining and entertaining, this additional culinary space enhances your

lifestyle.- Easy care backyard where playtime, relaxation, and outdoor gatherings come to life. The level terrain provides

a safe and accessible space for children to play, and pets to roam freely.- Situated in a prime, central location of North

Ryde, enjoy easy access to schools, parks, shopping, and public transport.- Ducted air conditioning, smart lock, generous

lock-up garage with extra car space.- Close to Truscott Street Public School North Ryde Golf Club- Minutes to local

parks, bus routes and North Ryde Metro- Convenient to Macquarie Park Shopping Centre, Macquarie University and

Macquarie Park Business Centre.Why Choose This Duplex? Experience the luxury of a brand new, quality-built home with

a layout designed for modern living. Enjoy the convenience of a central location while relishing the peace and privacy of

your own space.


